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X•Aware Portable - Drone
by X-Sensor Technologies

X•Aware enables your security and close 
protection team to collect real-time intelligence 
+ situational awareness within the perimeter.

In addition to preventive scanning for possible threats within one or an 

unlimited number of spaces, where close protection officers have a 

discreet and rapid insight into the situation.

X•Aware also offers a Drone solution, in order to gain more insight into 

possible threats outside the property, as a preventive and rapid 

perimeter security scan.
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Rapid + Discrete X•Aware Portable - Drone Scan

X•Aware Portable - Drone is a multiple RF (Radio Frequency) Scan system that is 

portable in a small backpack, carry case or under a drone / UAV operating the RF 

(Radio Frequency) spectrum. For optimal compatibility the drone module is designed 

for use across multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).

Portable + Drone Deployment Possibilities

Where the X•Aware Portable can be used to real-time obtain factual insight within 

a property whether a known threat is present.

Does the X•Aware Drone capability have other advantages, such as:

• Quickly gain insight into remote perimeters by scanning mobile devices, vehicles, 

GPS trackers, smart wearables, and other wirelessly connected devices.

• Protect your own perimeter periodically or constantly by scanning for unknown and 

unauthorized wireless devices and vehicles connected to the RF spectrum.

• Prior to a visit, quickly and discreetly gain insight into whether any blacklisted  

devices or invisible threats are present.

Contact us for all X•Aware Drone possibilities and deployment benefits.
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Detection + Identification + Correlation

This way, your Close Protection Security Officers get increased 360 degree situational 

awareness and real-time insights into every type of situation.

With X•Aware Portable - Drone you reduce camera blindspots and minimize the 

information from being lost during shift changes.

The X•Aware Portable - Drone is available as:

1.  100% Fully Passive

2.  Partly Passive + Active

100% Completely Passive
Detect mobile devices, smart wearables, infotainment systems and vehicles passively 

within the WIFI - BLE - GSM - TPMS spectrum.

Partly Passive + Active
Increase intelligence collection within the RF Spectrum by additionally detecting 

4G LTE + 5G Ready connected devices and GPS trackers.

Optionally, X•Aware can be delivered as a comprehensive Tethered Drone + RF Sniffing 

solution. A tethered Drone (UAS) can be quickly deployed anywhere and remain in the 

air for extended periods of time with the user having 3 kilometers or more of constant 

situational awareness.
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Comprehensive Portable + Drone Security Solution

X•Aware - includes a comprehensive extensible web-based dashboard that is en-

crypted and securely connected to the on-site equipment. Within the user-friendly 

dashboard, alerts can be configured based on risk classifications, automatic correla-

tions, pattern recognition or other settings.

Interested to know more about all the implementation possibilities of X•Aware?
Contact us for more information.
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+ live demonstration
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